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Abstract

We present various (0, 2) heterotic supercurrent supermultiplets in (1+1) dimen-

sional quantum field theories. From the minimal supercurrent supermultiplets, we

deduce conditions on symmetry enhancement such as Lorentz invariance, (chiral)

dilatation invariance, R-invariance, (chiral) conformal invariance and their various

combinations. Our construction covers many interesting and/or exotic possibilities

such as Lifshitz supersymmetry and warped superconformal algebra. We also dis-

cuss the corresponding supergravity by gauging the supercurrent supermultiplet.

In particular, we propose a novel class of heterotic supergravity based on the virial

supercurrent.
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1 Introduction

While the supersymmetry has been under thorough scrutiny for many decades, it is quite

recent that the structure of the supercurrent supermultiplet has attracted a renewed

attention [1][2]. One problem often neglected in the earlier studies is that the supercurrent

supermultiplet may not be unique and may admit a global structure, and the local nature

of its existence in a previous formulation can affect its gauging, namely, the construction

of the corresponding supergravity theories [3][4][5][6][7][8]. The detailed studies have

cast subtle questions on the consistency of the Noether procedure. They have revealed

that the minimal construction could become naive and it is sometimes more desirable to

consider the globally well-defined supercurrent supermultiplet to make the consistency

more transparent.

At the same time, reducibility conditions of the supercurrent supermultiplet uncover

various hidden or manifest symmetries of the theory. For instance, the so-called R-

multiplet makes the existence of the R-symmetry manifest [9][10]. It is less familiar,

but the existence of the so-called virial multiplet makes the existence of the dilatation

symmetry manifest [11][12]. The superconformal multiplet may be the most famous one,

and the structure of the superconformal multiplet allows us to understand many important

features of the superconformal field theories.1

Different supercurrent supermultiplets, in principle, imply different supergravity the-

ories by gauging the corresponding distinct supercurrent. In practice, the difference typi-

cally lies only in auxiliary fields and the physics seems identical (at least classically). One

famous example is the old minimal supergravity [14][15][16] based on the Ferrara-Zumino

multiplet [17] and the new minimal supergravity [18][19] based on the R-multiplet. With

the third possibility we just mentioned, it seems possible to construct the supergravity

theories based on the virial multiplet. In (1 + 3) dimension, although the corresponding

linearized gravitational kinetic term is available [20], the full non-linear theory has not

been constructed so far.

In this paper, we address the similar issues in the (0, 2) heterotic supersymmetry in

(1+1) dimension. The structure of the supercurrent supermultiplet for the (0, 2) heterotic

supersymmetry was studied in [2], in which the manifest Lorentz invariance was assumed.

1At this point, we would like to recall the distinction between dilatation invariance and the conformal

invariance. We refer [13] for a review of this subject.
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In our study, we do not explicitly assume the Lorentz invariance, and we treat the most

generic structure of the supercurrent supermultiplet compatible with the (0, 2) heterotic

supersymmetry. As we will see in section 2, there are various (1 + 1) supersymmetric

theories that have interesting symmetry structures with/without Lorentz invariance. For

instance, our general construction accommodates the Lifshitz supersymmetry and super-

symmetric generalization of the warped conformal algebra [21][22]. Even with the Lorentz

invariance, we propose the virial multiplet as a novel type of the reducibity condition not

discussed in the literature, with which the dilatation invariance is made manifest.

Although we will see a plethora of supercurrent supermultiplets compatible with the

(0, 2) heterotic supersymmetry with various symmetry enhancement, it is rather plausi-

ble that not all of them are realized in physically sensible situations. Indeed, with some

reasonably sounding assumptions, we can exclude some exotic possibilities due to the

automatic symmetry enhancement. A canonical example of such is the enhancement of

conformal invariance from the dilatation invariance and Lorentz invariance [23][24]. This

was the rational to study conformal field theories in many physical applications. Similarly,

we can formulate the enhancement of the chiral dilatation invariance to chiral conformal

invariance as proposed in [21]. It is an important question which supersymmetry multi-

plets are consistent with the symmetry enhancement argument. In section 3, we review

the symmetry enhancement mechanism from our perspective and classify the compatible

supersymmetric structures.

In section 4, we discuss the gauging of the (0, 2) heterotic supercurrent supermultiplet

with Lorentz invariance. As in (1 + 3) dimension, a different choice of the supercurrent

supermultiplet gives a different way to gauge the supercurrent. In (1 + 1) dimension,

the Einstein-Hilbert term is locally trivial, so the leading order supergravity only gives

the constraint equations. We will see that in addition to the known (0, 2) supergravity

supermultiplets [25][26][27], the novel supergravity based on the virial multiplet is possible.

The difficulty in (1 + 3) dimension is avoided because there is no kinetic term. We

propose an example of such theories by considering the improvement of the supercurrent

supermultiplet of the heterotic sigma model.
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1.1 (0,2) supersymmetry and superspace

The fundamental assumption of this paper is that the theory possesses the (0, 2) super-

symmetry that anti-commutes to be translation in one (light-cone) direction

{Q+, Q̄+} = −P++ (1)

We also assume the existence of another (light-cone) translation P−− that commute with

Q+, Q̄+ and P++. In Lorentz invariant setup, we can regard P±± as the translation in light-

cone directions x±± with the Minkowski metric ds2 = dx++dx−−, but our discussion in

the following does not necessarily assume the manifest Lorentz invariance. We may regard

P++ as the Hamiltonian (time translation) and P−− as momentum (space translation), or

as in the opposite way, in non-relativistic setup.

To construct various supermultiplets, it is convenient to use the superspace formulation

with the (0, 2) superspace (x±, θ+, θ̄+). Our convention follows that of [2], which in turn

is related to the dimensional reduction of the the one in the textbook [29].

In superspace, the supercharge Q+ is represented by a differential operator as

Q+ =
∂

∂θ+
+
i

2
θ̄+∂++

Q̄+ = −
∂

∂θ̄+
−
i

2
θ+∂++ (2)

acting on a superfield Φ(x++, x−−, θ+, θ̄+). The superspace covariant derivative is defined

as

D+ =
∂

∂θ+
−
i

2
θ̄+∂++

D̄+ = −
∂

∂θ̄+
+
i

2
θ+∂++ (3)

with the anti-commutation relation

{D+, D̄+} = i∂++ . (4)

The general superfield Φ(x++, x−−, θ+, θ̄+) may be reducible. We can introduce the

purely algebraic constraint (in terms of the space-time derivatives) to define a chiral

superfield

D̄+Φ = 0

(5)
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or an anti-chiral superfield

D+Φ
† = 0 (6)

or a real superfield

Φ† = Φ . (7)

The notation here is compatible with the rule θ̄+ = (θ+)†.

1.2 Noether assumption

In this paper, we assume the existence of the conserved current for any symmetry gen-

erator. We call it the Noether assumption. This is not always necessary, nor is true

because the axiom of local quantum field theories does not assume it, and we can find

some counterexamples (see e.g. [13]: generic higher spin theories do not possess the local

energy-momentum tensor), but we restrict ourselves to the case in which the Noether

assumption holds since otherwise the uplifting to the local symmetry (e.g. supergravity)

seems extremely difficult. In particular, with the supersymmetry, the Noether assumption

implies the existence of the supercurrent supermultiplet, and it is our main mission in

this paper to study its structure.

With our translation invariance (1) and the Noether assumption, we require that for

each symmetry of the theory there exists a conserved current, which satisfies

∂−−j
a
++ + ∂++j

a
−− = 0 . (8)

At this point, we note that there are several different ways to construct the “conserved”

charges out of the conserved current (8) in our (1+1) dimensional systems, depending on

what we mean by the charge conservation. Probably, the most standard way to construct

the conserved charge is based on the foliation generated by the “time translation” ∂t ≡

∂++ + ∂−−. The conserved charge is given by

Qa =

∫

dxjat , (9)

in which x = x++ − x−−, and jat = ja++ + ja−−.

In most of our discussions, we employ the light-cone structure and define

Qa =

∫

dx++ja++ +

∫

dx−−ja−− (10)
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which may be natural in “radial quantization” of conformal field theories. Note that as

far as the conservation concerns (i.e. d
dt
Qa = 0), the both definitions are fine.

As mentioned in section 1.1, the translation invariance and the corresponding conser-

vation allow more generic interpretations than the interpretation based on the light-cone

structure. After all, we have not assumed the Lorentz invariance so far, and the assump-

tion of the light-cone structure may sound rather ad hoc.

One interesting class of such interpretations is to regard P++ as Hamiltonian (time

translation) and P−− as momentum (space translation), or as in the opposite way, having

non-relativistic applications in mind. The conservation equation (8) is interpreted as

∂tj
a
t + ∂xj

a
x = 0 (11)

with the corresponding Noether charge Qa =
∫

dxjat . Note that the index interpretation

here from the previous light-cone ones (e.g. ∂++ → ∂t and ja−− → jat ) is not Lorentz

covariant and it cannot be. Nevertheless it does not cause any difficulty. We will see the

applications to the supersymmetric Lifshitz algebra in section 2.4.

The Noether assumption demands more than the existence of the conserved current.

It requires that the constructed charges Qa generate the symmetry transformation

i[Qa,O] = δaO (12)

for any local (or non-local) Heisenberg operator O. We should note that the conservation

law alone does not fix the normalization of the Noether current, but the requirement of

the symmetry transformation does fix the normalization of the Noether charge, and it is

not allowed to change the normalization once it is fixed by (12).2

There are various different ways to realize the current conservation in (0, 2) superspace.

One way is to introduce one chiral fermionic superfield D̄+J A
+ = 0 and one anti-chiral left

current superfield JA
−− satisfying D+J

A
−− = 0. In components, we have

J A
+ = λA+ + θ+jA++ − θ+θ̄+(

i

2
∂++λ

A
+)

JA
−− = jA−− + θ̄+ψA

− + θ+θ̄+(
i

2
∂++j

A
−−) . (13)

2This is the origin of the non-renormalization of the charge operator. Note that this does not mean

the non-renormalization of the Noether current itself because it can still be renormalized by adding the

total derivative terms or trivially conserved terms without further assumptions.
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The superspace current conservation reads:

∂−−J
A
+ = iD̄+J

A
−− , (14)

which implies (8) (and its complex conjugate). The construction is minimal in the sense

that there is no additional bosonic degrees of freedom than the current fields jA++ and

jA−−. Note, however, that since (jA++, j
A
−−) are complex fields, this multiplet contains the

even numbers of conserved currents that are related by the supersymmetry. In (0, 2)

superconformal setup, the multiplet is related to the N = 2 Kac-Moody current algebra

[30].

Another possible conserved current multiplet is to demand

D̄+(J
a
−− +

i

2
∂−−J

a) = 0 (15)

with a real superfield Ja
−− and Ja. In components

Ja
−− = ja−− + iθ̄+λ̄a+−− + iθ+λa+−− + θ+θ̄+Ka

Ja = La + iθ̄+ψ̄a
+ + iθ+ψa

+ + θ+θ̄+ja++ (16)

we have the conservation equation ∂++j
a
−− + ∂−−j

a
++ = 0.

2 Supercurrent supermultiplet

Applying the Noether assumption to the (0, 2) supersymmetry algebra, we require the

existence of a (not necessarily unique) energy-momentum tensor and a supercurrent:

∂−−T++++ + ∂++T−−++ = 0

∂−−T++−− + ∂++T−−−− = 0

∂−−S+++ − ∂++s̄−−+ = 0

∂−−S̄+++ − ∂++s−−+ = 0 . (17)

We do not assume T−−++ = T++−− without the manifest Lorentz invariance. Our first goal

of this section is to uncover the superspace structure of this supercurrent conservation.

In superspace, the minimal assumption of the (0, 2) supersymmetry gives the following

structure of the supercurrent supermultiplet

∂−−S++ = D+X− − D̄+X̄−

D̄+T−−−− = ∂−−Y− , (18)
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where S++ and T−−−− are real superfields. When the supersymmetry is not spontaneously

broken,3 X− and Y− are both chiral D̄+X− = D̄+Y− = 0, and we can introduce (at

least locally) the unconstrained potential superfield X−− and Y−− by X− = D̄+X−− and

Y− = D̄+Y−− up to the gauge transformation X−− → X−− + D̄+A−−− and Y−− →

Y−− + D̄+B−−−. In components, we have

S++ = j++ − iθ+S+++ − iθ̄+S̄+++ − θ+θ̄+T++++

T−−−− = T−−−− − iθ+κ−−− − iθ̄+κ̄−−− + θ+θ̄+T−−

X−− = a−− + iã−− − θ+s̄′−−+ − θ̄+s−−+ + θ+θ̄+(x+ ix̃)

X− = s−−+ + θ+
(

i

2
∂++(a−− + iã−−) + (x+ ix̃)

)

−
i

2
θ+θ̄+∂++s−−+

Y−− = b−− + ib̃−− − θ+t̄′−−+ − θ̄+t−−+ + θ+θ̄+(y + iỹ)

Y− = t−−+ + θ+
(

i

2
∂++(b−− + ib̃−−) + (y + iỹ)

)

−
i

2
θ+θ̄+∂++t−−+ . (19)

The right conservation equation (the first line in (18)) demands

∂−−j++ + ∂++ã−− = 2x

∂−−S+++ − ∂++s̄−−+ = 0

∂−−T++++ + ∂++T−−++ = 0

T−−++ = −
∂++a−−

2
− x̃ , (20)

and the left conservation equation (the second line in (18)) demands

iκ̄−−− = ∂−−t−−+

T−− = −
1

2
∂++∂−−b̃−− + ∂−−y

∂++T−−−− + ∂−−T++−− = 0

T++−− = −∂++b−− − 2ỹ . (21)

Thus, we can construct the conserved momenta

P±± =

∫

dx++T++±± +

∫

dx−−T−−±± . (22)

Note again that because we have not imposed the Lorentz invariance so far, the energy-

momentum tensor is not necessarily symmetric T++−− 6= T−−++ at this point.

3See [2] for discussions on the broken case.
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The (0, 2) supercharges can be constructed out of the conserved supercurrent as

Q+ =

∫

dx++S+++ −

∫

dx−−s̄−−+

Q̄+ =

∫

dx++S̄+++ −

∫

dx−−s−−+ , (23)

and they satisfy the anti-commutation relation (1). Some useful supereymmetry transfor-

mations of component bosonic fields (note that δǫ = iǫ+Q++iǭ
+Q̄+ = iǫ+ ∂

∂θ+
−iǭ+ ∂

∂θ̄+
+· · ·

) are

δǫT−−−− = iǫ+∂−−t̄+−− + iǭ+∂−−t+−−

δǫj++ = ǫ+S+++ − ǭ+S̄+++

δǫT++++ = −
i

2
ǫ+∂++S+++ −

i

2
ǭ+∂++S̄+++

δǫ(∂++a−− + 2x̃) = −iǫ+∂++s̄−−+ − iǭ+∂++s−−+

δǫ(∂++b−− + 2ỹ) = −iǫ+∂++t̄−−+ − iǭ+∂++t−−+

δǫ(−∂++ã−− + 2x) = −ǫ+∂++s̄−−+ + ǭ+∂++s−−+ . (24)

As usual, the supercurrent supermultiplet may not be unique. The right conservation

equation is invariant under

S++ → S++ + [D+, D̄+]U

X− → X− + ∂−−D̄+U (25)

for a real superfield U :

U = u+ iθ+α+ + iθ̄+ᾱ+ + θ+θ̄+w++ . (26)

It changes the energy-momentum tensor and the supercurrent as

δj++ = 2w++

δT++++ =
1

2
∂2++u

δS+++ = i∂++α+

δs−−+ = −i∂−−ᾱ+

δx = ∂−−w++

δa−− = ∂−−u

δT−−++ = −
1

2
∂++∂−−u (27)
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without affecting the conservation equation.

Similarly the left conservation equation is invariant under

T−−−− → T−−−− + ∂−−V−−

Y− → Y− + D̄+V−− (28)

for a real superfield V−−:

V−− = v−− + iθ+β−−+ + iθ̄+β̄−−+ + θ+θ̄+z . (29)

It changes the energy-momentum tensor and the supercurrent as

δT−−−− = ∂−−v−−

δκ−−− = −∂−−β−−+

δT−− = ∂−−z

δt−−+ = −iβ̄−−+

δy = z

δb−− = v−−

δT++−− = −∂++v−− (30)

without affecting the conservation equation.4

2.1 Enhanced right symmetry

It is possible that the right-moving supercurrent supermultiplet S++ and X−− are reducible

within themselves. This, for instance, happens when the potential superfield X−− satisfies

the reality condition

X−− = (α + iα̃)Ξ−− (31)

with a real superfield Ξ−−.
5

At a generic value of the phase of α + iα̃, the supercurrent supermultiplet has an

enhanced right “dilatation” DR symmetry (when α 6= 0) under which

i[DR, P++] = P++ , i[DR, P−−] = 0 . (32)

4Note again that the improvement here does not necessarily respect the Lorentz invariance.
5Recall that the potential superfield X

−−
is defined only up to the gauge transformation X

−−
→

X
−−

+ D̄+A−−−
, so strictly speaking, the reality condition is only up to the gauge transformation.
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To see this, we solve x̃ = α̃
α
x from the reality condition and use the conservation equation

(20) to obtain

T−−++ = −
∂++a−−

2
−

α̃

2α
(∂−−j++ + ∂++ã−−) . (33)

and we can construct the conserved right dilatation current

DR
++ = x++T++++ +

α̃

2α
j++

DR
−− = x++T−−++ +

a−−

2
+

α̃

2α
ã−− (34)

and the corresponding charge DR =
∫

dx++DR
++ +

∫

dx−−DR
−−.

It is interesting to observe that this right “dilatation” acts on the supercharge as

i[DR, Q+] = (
1

2
−
iα̃

2α
)Q+ , i[DR, Q̄+] = (

1

2
+
iα̃

2α
)Q̄+ (35)

and it has the twisted nature except α̃ = 0 or α = 0. We call the supercurrent super-

multiplet containing Ξ−− as the virial multiplet when α̃ = 0 because the existence of the

virial multiplet guarantees the untwisted chiral right dilatation symmetry. Note that the

virial multiplet does not necessarily imply the right special conformal invariance.

When α = 0, the right dilatation current defined in (34) is singular, and instead of the

dilatation invariance, we have the R-symmetry. We call the supercurrent supermultiplet

containing Ξ−− as R-multiplet when α = 0. We set a−− = x = 0 in (20) to obtain the

conserved R-current

∂−−j++ + ∂++ã−− = 0 (36)

with the corresponding R-charge R =
∫

dx++j++ +
∫

dx−−ã−− that generates the com-

mutation relation

i[R,Q+] = −iQ+ , i[R, Q̄+] = iQ̄+ , [R,P++] = [R,P−−] = 0. (37)

Therefore, the existence of the R-multiplet guarantees the U(1) symmetry which is not

associated with the space-time symmetry but acts on the supercharges.

If the theory possesses an extra conserved current, the R-current and virial current are

not unique because we can add the conserved current to it without affecting the super-

multiplet structure (unless we have extra assumptions such as superconformal invariance
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to enforce the preferred choice). For instance when we have a complex conserved cur-

rent ∂−−J A
+ = iD̄+J

A
−− with D̄+J A

+ = D+J
A
−− = 0 as discussed in section 1.2, one may

improve the R-multiplet by

S++ → S++ +D+J
A
+ − D̄+J̄

A
+

X− → X− + iD̄+J
A
−− . (38)

Indeed, the conserved R-current (j++, a−−) is shifted by (2RejA++,2Rej
A
−−) while the

energy-momentum tensor T±±++ is shifted by±∂±±Imj
A
++. One can make the R-symmetry

manifest by constructing pure imaginary X−− by rewriting iD̄+J
A
−− = iD̄+(J

A
−− + J̄A

−−)

since J̄A
−− is chiral.

If, on the other hand, we have a real conserved current supermultiplet (Ja, Ja
−−)

introduced in section 1.2, we may improve the R-multiplet by

S++ → S++ + [D+, D̄+]J
a

X− → X− + ∂−−D̄+J
a

= X− + 2iD̄+J
a
−− . (39)

In the second line, we used the current conservation (15) to make it manifest that the

theory is still R-symmetric because X−− remains pure imaginary.

Similarly, we may improve the virial multiplet with

S++ → S++ +D+J
A
+ − D̄+J̄

A
+

X− → X− + iD̄+J
A
−− . (40)

The trace of the energy-momentum tensor T−−++ is shifted by−∂−−Imj
A
++. The dilatation

invariance can be manifested by constructing real X−− by rewriting iD̄+J
A
−− = iD̄+(J

A
−−−

J̄A
−−) since J̄

A
−− is chiral.

When X−− can be improved to be zero, the theory is right superconformal invariant.

It is obvious from the above argument that it is both right dilatation invariant and R-

invariant. This is consistent with the fact that we need the R-symmetry to close the

N = 2 superconformal algebra. Furthermore, the equations (20) show T−−++ = 0 and
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s−−+ = 0, so we can construct the (infinitely) many conserved current as

J (n) = (x++)nj++

G(n) = (x++)nS+++

L(n) = (x++)nT++++ (41)

which generates one copy of the familiar N = 2 super Virasoro algebra.

One may wonder if it is possible to define the supercurrent for the theory which is

R-invariant and right dilatation invariant but not right special conformal invariant. The

theory must possess both the R-multiplet and the virial multiplet. At first sight, we

might hasten to conclude that this is impossible because the potential X−− must be real

(dilatation invariance), pure imaginary (R-invariance) and non-zero (not special confor-

mal) simultaneously. A loophole here is that the supercurrent supermultiplet does not

necessarily coincide for the virial multiplet and the R-multiplet. In addition, X−− has the

gauge invariance, and the reality condition must hold only up to the gauge transforma-

tion. The same theory may possess two (or more) distinct supercurrent supermultiplets,

which are typically related by the improvement.

For instance, when X−− is anti-chiral and it is given by D+Υ−−− with a complex

fermionic superfield Υ−−−, then we can construct both the R-multiplet

X−− = D+Υ−−− + D̄+Ῡ−−− (42)

and the virial multiplet

X−− = D+Υ−−− − D̄+Ῡ−−− (43)

with the same S++ on the left hand side

∂−−S++ = D+D̄+X−− − D̄+D+X̄−− . (44)

The resulting theory is right dilatation invariant and R-invariant but not right special

(super)conformal invariant (unless the right hand side of (44) vanishes up on improve-

ment). In more generic situations, the supercurrent supermultiplet S++ can be different

by certain improvement terms between the R-multiplet and the virial multiplet. Again

we emphasize that the theory may not necessarily be special (super)conformal invariant.
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2.2 Enhanced left symmetry

Similarly, it is possible that the left supercurrent supermultiplet T−−−− and Y−− are

reducible within themselves. It turns out that the reducibility condition is related to the

left dilatation invariance.

The simplest case is when Y−− real. From (21), we have

T++−− = −∂++b−− (45)

This gives the left dilatation invariance and the left conformal invariance (as well as one

copy of the enhanced Virasoro symmetry). To see the latter, we may define the improved

energy-momentum tensor

T̃−−−− = T−−−− − ∂−−b−−

T̃++−− = T++−− + ∂++b−− = 0 (46)

without spoiling the conservation. With this new “traceless” energy-momentum tensor

we can construct the left conserved Virasoro current

L̃(n) = (x−−)nT̃−−−− . (47)

Probably a more direct way to realize this conformal improvement in a manifestly

supersymmetric manner is to note that from (28) one can make Y−− vanish by the im-

provement when it is real. Notice that the left conformal transformation (as well as

the Virasoro extension) commutes with the supersymmetry Q+ and Q̄+ so we do not

necessarily require the superconformal invariance here.

Can we obtain left dilatation invariance without left special conformal invariance?

One simple way to realize this option is as follows. Suppose Y−− is given by ∂−−Ω with

a complex superfield Ω up to the improvement transformation by a real superfield V−−

in (28). It is left chiral scale invariant (but not necessarily chiral conformal invariant).

To see this, we first note that the condition implies ỹ = ∂−−ζ++, where ζ++ is the top

component in Ω, so that T++−− = −∂++b−− − 2∂−−ζ++. Now it is possible to define the

left dilatation current

DL
++ = x−−T++−− + 2ζ++

DL
−− = x−−T−−−− + b−− , (48)
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which generates the left dilatation charge D =
∫

dx++DL
+++

∫

dx−−DL
−− with the algebra

i[DL, P++] = 0 , i[DL, P−−] = P−− , [DL, Q+] = [DL, Q̄+] = 0 . (49)

One may not be able to improve away ζ++, so the theory is not left special conformal

invariant. We will find a more elaborate way to obtain the left dilatation invariance

without the left special conformal invariance in the following section.

The virial current supermultiplet is not unique when the theory possesses an extra

conserved current. When we have a complex conserved current supermultiplet, we can

improve

T−−−− → T−−−− + ∂−−(J
A
−− + J̄A

−−)

Y− → Y− + D̄+(J
A
−− + J̄A

−−)

= Y− − i∂−−J
A
+ (50)

with noticing that J+ is chiral so we may introduce the potential J+ = D̄+Ω and the left

dilatation invariance is manifest from the above argument.

Similarly, when we have a real conserved current supermultiplet introduced in (15),

we can improve

T−−−− → T−−−− + ∂−−J
a
−−

Y− → Y− + D̄+J
a
−−

= Y− −
i

2
D̄+∂−−J

a . (51)

The last expression makes the left dilatation manifest.

2.3 Enhancement of left-right mixed symmetry

So far, we discussed the reducibility of the supercurrent supermultiplet within the right

part or within the left part separately. Another important class of the reducibility comes

from the relation between the right supercurrent supermultiplet and the left supercurrent

supermultiplet. The most important condition is the left potential supermultiplet X−− and

the right potential supermultiplet Y−− are proportional to each other: Y−− = (β+iβ̃)X−−.

The condition implies the existence of the extra enhanced “dilatation” symmetry as we

discuss in this section.
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The parameter β determines the dynamical critical exponent under which the di-

latation acts on coordinate x±±. On the other hand, the parameter β̃ determines how

supercharge is twisted. β = β̃ = 0 is very special, and we will give a separate discussion

in section 3 in our applications to the warped conformal field theories.

The particular case when β̃ = 1
2
is of great significance. This is because it implies the

manifest Lorentz invariance. In [2], the supercurrent supermultiplet with Y−− = 1
2
X−−

was named “S-multiple”. The conservation equations (21) and (20) demand that the

energy-momentum tensor is symmetric:

T++−− = T−−++ (52)

so that the Lorentz current

L++ = x−−T++−− − x++T++++

L−− = x−−T−−−− − x++T−−++ (53)

is conserved. We can construct the Lorentz charge L =
∫

dx++L++ +
∫

dx−−L−− that

generates the Lorentz transformation. We can see that the supercharge transforms in the

expected manner

i[L,Q+] = −
1

2
Q+ , i[L, Q̄+] = −

1

2
Q̄+ , i[L, P±±] = ∓P±±. (54)

In particular, the supercharge is not twisted under the Lorentz transformation. There-

fore the system with the S-multiplet is manifestly invariant under the Poincaré (0, 2)

supersymmetry.

As discussed in [2], the S-multiplet has the improvement ambiguity under

S++ → S++ + [D+, D̄+]U

X− → X− + ∂−−D̄+U

T−−−− → T−−−− +
1

2
∂2−−U (55)

with a real superfield U . This is a particular combination of the improvement (25)(28)

which is consistent with the manifest Lorentz invariance.

The other extreme limit is β = 0 (say Y−− = iX−−), where the symmetry preserved

by the condition is the left dilatation.

i[DL, P++] = 0 , i[DL, P−−] = P−− . (56)
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We can see it from the component expression for

T++−− = −∂++b−− − 2ỹ = −∂−−j++ (57)

so that we can construct the conserved left dilatation current:

DL
++ = x−−T++−− + j++ , DL

−− = x−−T−−−− . (58)

At this point, we do not necessarily require the left special conformal transformation. The

left dilatation here is twisted in the sense that

i[DL, Q+] = −iQ+ , i[DL, Q̄+] = iQ̄+ . (59)

More generic situations with a generic value of β + iβ̃ will be studied further in relation

to the Lifshitz (super)symmetry in section 2.4.

By combining the condition of the enhanced symmetries, we have a zoo of the heterotic

supercurrent supermultiplets. We study some interesting examples with emphasis on the

preserved Lorentz invariance in the rest of this section. We will see more exotic examples

in later sections.

(Example 1: manifest Lorentz invariance)

Let us first consider the manifest Lorentz invariant situations by assuming the exis-

tence of the S-multiplet with Y−− = 1
2
X−−. One may preserve the additional R-symmetry

by assuming X−− = iR−− is a pure imaginary superfield (R-multiplet). Or one may pre-

serve the additional dilatation symmetry by assuming X−− = V−− is a real superfield

(virial multiplet). The dilatation invariance does not automatically imply the special

(super)conformal invariance here. One may even retain the both R-invariance and di-

latation invariance without preserve the special (super)conformal invariance if the theory

admits both R-multiplet and virial multiplet. If we can improve the S-multiplet so that

Y−− = 1
2
X−− = 0, the theory is conformal invariant with (0, 2) superconformal symmetry

with one copy of super Virasoro extension.

(Example 2: left conformal, but not right superconformal)

It is one of special features of the two-dimensional space-time that the conformal

algebra is reducible. We can preserve only the chiral half of the conformal symmetry

without spoiling the Lorentz invariance and the dilatation invariance. Here, we show a

possible supersymmetric extension of such an exotic situation.
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Again, let us first assume the manifest Lorentz invariance, so Y−− = 1
2
X−−. As

discussed in section 2.1, we may be able to preserve the R-symmetry as well as the

dilatation symmetry by further assuming X−− is anti-chiral so that X−− = D+Υ−−−. In

components, we obtain the condition x = −1
2
∂++ã−− and x̃ = 1

2
∂++a−− so that

T++−− = T−−++ = −∂++a−− (60)

It is a divergence of a virial current, so the theory is dilatation invariant. R-current is

also conserved

∂−−j++ + 2∂++ã−− = 0 (61)

The theory is not right superconformal invariant because there is no reason X− is

improved away. However, it is actually left conformal invariant (with one copy of Virasoro

extension). The point is that one may be able to improve the left energy-momentum tensor

(at the sacrifice of the manifest Lorentz invariance) as

T̃−−−− = T−−−− − ∂−−a−−

T̃++−− = T++−− + ∂++a−− = 0 (62)

so that we can construct the left Virasoro current

L̃(n) = (x−−)nT̃−−−− . (63)

Note that we cannot do a similar improvement for T−−++ and T̃++−− 6= T−−++ indicates

that the Lorentz invariance is not manifest (but it exists).

To make the discussion manifestly supersymmetric, we may construct the improved

chiral left supercurrent supermultiplet as

T̃−−−− = T−−−− −
1

2
∂−−

(

D+Υ−−− − D̄+Ῡ−−−

)

D̄+T̃−−−− = 0 (64)

The manifest Lorentz invariance is lost here because Y− = 1
2
X− is disguised with this left

improvement.

The construction here gives an interesting spin-off. Suppose we begin with the right

supercurrent supermultiplet which possesses both R-symmetry and right dilatation sym-

metry by requiring X−− = D+Υ−−−. Instead of imposing the manifest Lorentz invariance,
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let us impose the left dilatation invariance from Y−− = iX−−. The theory is manifestly

right dilatation invariant and left Virasoro invariant because we may remove Y−− by the

improvement:

T̃−−−− = T−−−− − i∂−−

(

D+Υ−−− + D̄+Ῡ−−−

)

D̄+T̃−−−− = 0 . (65)

Now, the theory must be Lorentz invariant because it is left dilatation invariant and right

dilatation invariant. We can construct the manifestly Lorentz invariant supermultiplet by

un-improving from (64) as

T L
−−−− = T−−−− − i∂−−

(

D+Υ−−− + D̄+Ῡ−−−

)

+
1

2
∂−−

(

D+Υ−−− − D̄+Ῡ−−−

)

D̄+T
L
−−−− =

1

2
∂−−D̄+X−− (66)

so that the Lorentz invariance is manifest. The twist in the right dilatation invariance is

undone by the conserved R-current here.

2.4 Lifshitz supersymmetry

Going back to the more generic values of β + iβ̃ in the reducibility condition of the

supercurrent supermultiplet Y−− = (β + iβ̃)X−−, the condition implies

b−− = βa−− − β̃ã−−

b̃−− = β̃a−− + βã−−

y = βx− β̃x̃

ỹ = β̃x+ βx̃ . (67)

One may construct the conserved dilatation current

Dβ,β̃
++ = −2βx++T++++ + x−−T++−− + β̃j++

Dβ,β̃
−− = x−−T−−−− − 2βx++T−−++ (68)

so that the associated dilatation charge Dβ,β̃ =
∫

dx++Dβ,β̃
++ +

∫

dx−−Dβ,β̃
−− satisfies the

commutation relation

i[Dβ,β̃, P++] = −2βP++ , i[Dβ,β̃, P−−] = P−− . (69)
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Whenever β̃ is non-zero, the supersymmetry is twisted

i[Dβ,β̃, Q+] = (−β − iβ̃)Q+

i[Dβ,β̃, Q̄+] = (−β + iβ̃)Q̄+ . (70)

If the theory has an extra R-symmetry, one may be able to undone the twist.

We can reinterpret the above result in terms of the Lifshitz supersymmetry. We regard

either P++ or P−− as the Hamiltonian of the system, and Q+ and Q̄+ as dynamical or

kinematical supersymmetry respectively. The dynamical critical exponent is either −2β

or −1/(2β).

In the former situation, we identify P++ as (minus of) the Hamiltonian −H and

P−− as the momentum P . For a notational convention, we set z = −2β. The Lifshitz

supersymmetry algebra is given by

[H,P ] = {Q,Q} = {Q̄, Q̄} = 0

i[D,H ] = zH , i[D,P ] = P

{Q, Q̄} = H . (71)

The dynamical supersymmetry is twisted unless β̃ = 0:

i[D,Q] = (
z

2
− iβ̃)Q

i[D, Q̄] = (
z

2
+ iβ̃)Q̄ . (72)

We may able to undone the twist if we have an extra R-symmetry.

As discussed in section 1.2, the light-cone conservation ∂−−j++ + ∂++j−− = 0 is

reinterpreted as ∂xjx + ∂tjt = 0, and the corresponding charge is defined by Q =
∫

dxjt.

For instance, from the light-cone energy-momentum conservation

∂−−T++++ + ∂++T−−++ = 0

∂++T−−−− + ∂−−∂++−− = 0 (73)

we have, being a little careful about tensor indices, the non-relativistic energy-momentum

tensor conservation

∂xTxt + ∂tTtt = 0

∂tTtx + ∂xTxx = 0 (74)
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so that H = −
∫

dxTtt and P =
∫

dxTtx. The only subtle difference we may have to be

careful is that when jt = j−− is zero, there is no corresponding charge, so the reducibility

condition is slightly different.

The supercurrent supermultiplet and their structure can be easily recycled with some

minor changes in the tensor/spinor indices. The supercurrent conservation can be repre-

sented as

∂xSx = DX − D̄X̄

D̄Ttx = ∂xY (75)

with D = ∂
∂θ

− i
2
θ̄∂t. The component expansion is

Sx = jx − iθSx − iθ̄S̄x − θθ̄Txt

X = st + θ

(

i

2
∂t(at + iãt) + x+ ix̃

)

−
i

2
θθ̄∂tst

Ttx = Ttx − iθκxt − iθ̄κ̄xt + θθ̄Tx

Y = (β + iβ̃)X . (76)

The dynamical supercharge is realized as Q =
∫

dxSx.

Going back to the other possibility, we have z = −1/(2β) and the kinematical super-

symmetry algebra is

[H,P ] = {Q,Q} = {Q̄, Q̄} = 0

i[D,H ] = zH , i[D,P ] = P

{Q, Q̄} = −P . (77)

The kinematical supersymmetry is twisted unless β̃ = 0:

i[D,Q] = (
1

2
− izβ̃)Q

i[D, Q̄] = (
1

2
+ izβ̃)Q̄ . (78)

If we have an extra R-symmetry, we may undone the twist. The supercurrent supermul-

tiplet can be constructed in a similar manner essentially by exchanging x with t:

∂tSt = DX − D̄X̄

D̄Txt = ∂tY (79)
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with D = ∂
∂θ

− i
2
θ̄∂x. The component expression is

St = jt − iθSt − iθ̄S̄t − θθ̄Ttx

X = sx + θ

(

i

2
∂x(ax + iãx) + x+ ix̃

)

−
i

2
θθ̄∂xsx

Txt = Txt − iθκtx − iθ̄κ̄tx + θθ̄Tt

Y = (β + iβ̃)X . (80)

The kinematical supercharge is realized as Q =
∫

dxsx. As mentioned earlier, the so-

constructed dynamical or kinematical supercharges can be trivial when the original light-

cone component satisfies S+++ = 0 or s−−+ = 0 respectively.

3 Symmetry enhancement from unitarity condition

The discussion in section 2 is based purely on the kinematics. The only non-trivial

assumption is the Noether assumption that demands the existence of the supercurrent

supermultiplet. This has enabled us to construct the supercurrent supermultiplet which

does not respect the special (super)conformal invariance with the dilatation invariance.

Although we have discussed possible symmetry enhancement from the structure of the

supercurrent supermultiplet in section 2, the argument there does not directly imply that

the symmetry must be enhanced.

Nevertheless, the additional physical as well as technical assumption makes the sym-

metry enhancement actually enforced. In this section, we discuss various conditions for

the symmetry enhancement (e.g. chiral conformal invariance or full superconformal in-

variance) from unitarity, causality and so on.

The basic idea is based on the claim that chiral dilatation invariance must be enhanced

to chiral conformal invariance as proposed by Hofman and Strominger [21]. With this

respect, it is important to realize that the chiral dilatation invariance (i.e. [DL, P++] = 0

or [DR, P−−] = 0) is special compared with the other non-chiral dilatation invariance as

we will discuss. The Lorentz invariance is one example of non-chiral dilatation invariance,

but it does not give any obvious symmetry enhancement.

The argument in [21] goes as follows. Suppose the theory is chiral dilatation invariant.

The Noether assumption dictates that the corresponding current exists. For a time being,
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we will focus on the left chiral dilatation since before we introduce the supersymmetry,

which we will discuss in more details later, there is no essential difference between the

left dilatation and right dilatation here. With the translational invariance at hand, the

chiral dilation invariance demands that the theory must possess the conserved energy-

momentum tensor with the “trace” given by the derivatives of a certain virial current

v±±

∂++T−−−− + ∂−−T++−− = 0

T++−− = ∂++v−− + ∂−−v++ (81)

so that the left chiral dilatation current

D++ = x−−T++−− − v++

D−− = x−−T−−−− − v−− (82)

is conserved. One may remove the left virial current v−− on the right hand side by

introducing the improved energy-momentum tensor

T̃−−−− = T−−−− + ∂−−v−−

T̃++−− = T++−− − ∂++v−− = ∂−−v++ . (83)

The corresponding charge is same as that of the original one up to total derivative contri-

butions, and since we will assume that the chiral dilatation symmetry is not broken, the

difference is unimportant.

Let us consider the two-point function 〈v++(x)v++(0)〉. The crucial assumption we

employ here is that the (improved) energy-momentum tensor T̃++−− has a canonical chiral

scaling dimension, and so does v++. It was argued in [21][24], this is possible whenever

the theory is unitary and the dilatation operator is diagonalizable and the eigenvalues are

discrete. If this is the case, we have 〈v++(x)v++(0)〉 = f(x++) because the chiral scaling

dimension of T̃++−− is one and that of v++ is zero. By taking the derivative twice, we

obtain 〈∂−−v++(x)∂−−v++(0)〉 = 0 up to contact terms.6

At this point, we need the additional assumption of the vacuum cyclicity. When

any local operator O(x) annihilates the vacuum, O(x)|0〉 = 0, then the operator itself

6Certainly the condition is violated when the theory has a continuous spectrum. For instance, the

target space rotation current for a free scalars XI∂++X
J −XJ∂++X

I has a non-holomorphic two-point

function while the current is conserved.
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vanishes O(x) = 0 identically. The Reeh-Schlieder theorem [31] shows that the statement

is derivable in Lorentz invariant quantum field theories with microscopic causality, but we

have not assumed the Lorentz invariance (manifestly), so this theorem is not necessarily

justified [32], but we will nevertheless assume it to draw the further conclusions.7 Together

with the unitarity, the vacuum cyclicity demands ∂−−v++(x) = 0, and therefore T̃++−− =

0 and the theory is right conformal invariant with the enhanced one copy of the Virasoro

algebra generated by

L̃(n) = (x−−)nT̃−−−− . (84)

The similar argument applies to the right translation. The left chiral scale invariance

and the assumption of the canonical chiral scaling dimension of the energy-momentum ten-

sor demands 〈T++++(x)T++++(0)〉 = g(x++) since the chiral scaling dimension of T++++

is zero and therefore 〈∂−−T++++(x)∂−−T++++(0)〉 = 0 up to possible contact terms. If we

further assume the unitarity and the vacuum cyclicity, it means ∂−−T++++ = ∂++T−−++ =

0 from the conservation. When T++++ 6= 0, the theory is right conformal invariant (with

Virasoro extension) generated by

L(n) = (x++)nT++++ . (85)

In this case, the theory is Lorentz invariant. On the other hand, when T−−++ 6= 0, the

theory has the left Kac-Moody current generated by

K(n) = (x−−)(n)T−−++ . (86)

Note that when T++++ = 0 the theory is not Lorentz invariant. In this particular case,

the algebraic structure is known as the warped conformal algebra [21][22].

There are a couple of corollary with this argument. One corollary (by applying the

argument both in the left and right dilatation current simultaneously) is that when the

theory is Lorentz invariant and dilatation invariant, then it must be (left and right)

conformal invariant under the assumption of unitarity, causality, and the discreteness of

the spectrum. This is nothing but the Zamolodchikov-Polchinski theorem [23][24] derived

in a slightly different manner.

7Since we do not know any good examples beside the holographic construction, we do not know whether

this is reasonable or not [32]. Recently, a chiral Liouville action, which is non-local, non-compact, and

non-Lagrangian, was proposed in [33]. See also other examples in [34].
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Another corollary is that the twisted supersymmetry algebra is always equivalent to

the usual super(conformal) algebra unless the (2, 0) supersymmetry is further reducible.

This does not mean that the twisted algebra is impossible, but it only means that the

twisting can be undone without affecting the other conservations. We will see these

examples below.

With the (0, 2) supersymmetry at hand, we have the following three types of the

supercurrent supermultiplet that is consistent with the supersymmetric generalization of

the Hofman-Strominger theorem. The situation depends on whether we start with the

left or right chiral dilatation invariance.

The rather trivial case is Lorentz invariant situation with the (0, 2) superconformal

symmetry (with super Virasoro extension). It has the supercurrent supermultiplet with

X− = Y− = 0:

∂−−S++ = 0

D̄+T−−−− = 0 . (87)

The super(conformal) current is chiral, and the left-mover and right-movers are decoupled.

More non-trivial situations are related to the warped (super)conformal algebra. We

have two distinct possibilities where the supersymmetry is realized either in the same

sector as the chiral conformal algebra or in the different sector.

Let us suppose the former case in which the supersymmetry is realized in the chiral

conformal sector. The supercurrent supermultiplet must satisfy

∂−−S++ = 0

∂−−Y− = 0

X− = T−−−−− = 0 . (88)

In components, we have the constraint s−−+ = a−− = ã−− = x = x̃ = T−−−− = T−− =

κ−−− = 0, and the current algebra

∂−−j++ = 0

∂−−S+++ = 0

∂−−T++++ = 0 , (89)
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which generates the right N = 2 superconformal algebra (with super Virasoro extension).

We also have the right N = 2 Kac-Moody current

∂−−T++−− = ∂−−(−∂++b−− − 2ỹ) = 0

∂−−(∂++b̃−− − 2y) = 0

∂−−t−−+ = 0 , (90)

which generates the left translation (together with additional bosonic and fermionic cur-

rent algebra extension) from P−− =
∫

dx++T++−−. We note that the Kac-Moody algebra

is naturally complexified from the N = 2 supersymmetry.

We may want to impose the additional constraint on Y− to reduce the supercurrent

supermultiplet. Let us introduce the potential superfield Y− = D̄+Y−− and demand the

reality condition on Y−− as discussed in section 2.2. It turns out that if you assume the

unitarity, discreteness of the spectrum and the vacuum cyclicity, we conclude Y− = 0 and

the theory is superconformal invariant (with trivial left moving sector).8

Let us move on to the latter case in which the supersymmetry is realized in the opposite

sector to the chiral conformal algebra. The supercurrent supermultiplet must satisfy

D+X− − D̄+X̄− = 0

D̄+T−−−− = 0

Y− = S++ = 0 . (91)

In components, we have the constraints j++ = S+++ = T++++ = t−−+ = b−− = b̃−− =

y = ỹ = 0 and the current algebra

∂++T−−−− = 0

κ−−− = 0

T−− = 0 , (92)

which generates the left conformal algebra (with Virasoro extension). Note that T−−−−

8The conclusion does not hold if the assumptions were violated and we could have a non-trivial real

current superfield. Recall, however, we have already employed the assumption to restrict ourselves to the

theories satisfying the warped conformal algebra, so there is less point in relaxing the condition here.
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is singlet under the supersymmetry. We also have the left Kac-Moody current

∂++ã−− = 2x

∂++s−−+ = 0

∂++T−−++ = ∂++

(

−
∂++a−−

2
− x̃

)

= 0 , (93)

which generates the right supersymmetry algebra (together with bosonic and fermionic

current algebra extension).

We may want to impose the additional constraint on X− to reduce the supercurrent

supermultiplet. Let us introduce the potential superfield X− = D̄+X−− and demand a

reality condition on X−− as discussed in section 2.1. With a generic phase in the reality

condition, the theory has the additional right chiral dilatation invariance, eventually it

will lead to the full (0, 2) superconformal invariance with the trivial right sector X− = 0 9

after imposing the unitarity, discreteness of the spectrum and the vacuum cyclicity. The

only non-trivial case is to impose X−− to be pure imaginary. Then we have the extra

R-current

∂++ã−− = 0 (94)

as a part of the current algebra. We emphasize that we do not necessary have to require

the R-symmetry for our (0, 2) supersymmetry with the warped conformal algebra.

4 Gauging the heterotic supercurrent supermultiplet

In this section, we would like to study possible gauging of the heterotic supercurrent

supermultiplet. Since our eventual interest is to construct the (0, 2) supergravity models,

we will restrict ourselves to the case in which the Lorentz invariance is manifest. However,

we note that our generic structure may be applied to the case without the manifest Lorentz

invariance, and it would lead to non-relativistic supergravity such as foliation preserving

diffeomorphic theories of gravity.

9Therefore, the supersymmetry is trivial.
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4.1 Linearized analysis and super Virasoro constraint

Let us consider the gauging of the S-multiplet.

∂−−S++ = D+X− − D̄+X̄−

D̄+T−−−− =
1

2
∂−−X− . (95)

We introduce real superfields H−−−−, H++ and a (fermionic) complex superfield L− with

the linearized coupling

S =

∫

d2xdθ+dθ̄+
(

H−−−−S++ + L−X− − L̄−X− +H++T−−−−

)

(96)

as a superspace integral.10

Because of the conservation equation, we can introduce the gauge symmetry to reduce

the linearized heterotic supergravity multiplet

H−−−− → H−−−− + ∂−−Λ−−

L− → L− −D+Λ−− +
1

2
∂−−M+ + D̄+N−−

H++ → H++ + D̄+M+ −D+M̄+ , (97)

where N−− is an anti-chiral chiral superfield, Λ−− is a real superfield and M+ is a

(fermionic) complex superfield. The gauge symmetry by N−− for L− is because X−

is a chiral superfield.

In components, the linearized heterotic supergravity superfield can be expanded as

H−−−− = h−−−− + iθ+ψ−−− + iθ̄+ψ̄−−− + θ+θ̄+A−−

L− = ϕ− + iθ̄+(h−−++ + iB) + iθ+(h̃−−++ + iC) + θ+θ̄+ψ̄++−

H++ = 2h++ + iθ+σ+++ + iθ̄+σ̄+++ − θ+θ̄+h++++ . (98)

Let us take the minimal WZ gauge by using (97), so that h̃−−++ = C = ϕ− = σ+++ = 0.

In this gauge, the linearized action becomes

S =

∫

d2x (−h−−−−T++++ − 2h−−++T++−− − h++++T−−−−

+ ψ̄−−−S+++ − ψ−−−S̄+++ + ψ̄++−s−−+ − ψ++−s̄−−+

+A−−j++ +B∂−−j++ + h++∂
2
−−j++

)

. (99)

10Our convention is
∫

dθ+dθ̄+(θ+θ̄+) = 1.
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The action is invariant under the linearized diffeomorphism11

δh−−−− = ∂−−ξ−−

δh−−++ =
1

2
∂++ξ−− +

1

2
∂−−ξ++

δh++++ = ∂++ξ++ (100)

and the linearized superdiffeomorphism12

δψ−−− = ∂−−λ−

δψ̄++− = ∂++λ− (101)

as well as the compensated “R-symmetry”

δA−− = ∂−−λ

δB = λ+ ∂−−λ̃++

δh++ = −λ̃++ . (102)

We may further set B = h++ = 0 by using this Stuckerberg symmetry from the compen-

sated R-gauging so that the effective degrees of freedom can be reduced to (h, ψ, A−−).

In a sense, the R-symmetry is not gauged because we do not require that the matter is

R-symmetric. It is rather compensated by auxiliary fields (B, h++) in gravity multiplets.

The entire structure is consistent with the generic (ungauged) heterotic (0, 2) supergravity.

Let us move on to the gauging of the R-multiplet. The R-multiplet satisfies (renaming

R++ = S++, R−− = −iX−− to emphasize the R-symmetry)

∂−−R++ + ∂++R−− = 0

D̄+

(

T−−−− −
i

2
∂−−R−−

)

= 0 . (103)

Since we have a well-defined potential superfield R−−, we introduce a real superfield H

instead of the fermionic superfield L−. The linearized coupling is

S =

∫

d2xdθ+dθ̄+ (H−−−−R++ +HR−− +H++T−−−−) . (104)

11The reason why we have unfamiliar 1

2
in the second line is due to the fact that the same component

appears twice in the action due to the identification h++−−
= h

−−++.
12Here the gauge symmetry by M+ is used to preserve the Wess-Zumino gauge by compensating the

fermionic transformation by Λ
−−

. This explains the apparent 1

2
in the spin half gravitino transformation.
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Because of the conservation equation, we can introduce the gauge symmetry to reduce

the linearized heterotic gauged supergravity multiplet

H−−−− → H−−−− + ∂−−Λ−−

H → H + ∂++Λ−− +
i

2
∂−−(D̄+M+ +D+M̄+)

H++ → H++ + D̄+M+ −D+M̄+ , (105)

where Λ−− is a real superfield and M+ is a (fermionic) complex superfield defined up to

the gauge transformation M+ →M+ + D̄+M.

In components, the linearized heterotic gauged supergravity superfield can be ex-

panded as

H−−−− = h−−−− + iθ+ψ−−− + iθ̄+ψ̄−−− + θ+θ̄+A−−

H = 2h−−++ + iθ+ψ̄++− + iθ̄+ψ++− + θ+θ̄+A++

H++ = 2h++ + iθ+σ+++ + iθ̄+σ̄+++ − θ+θ̄+h++++ . (106)

We can take the Wess-Zumino gauge σ+++ = h++ = 0 from (105), and the linearized

action becomes

S =

∫

d2x (−h−−−−T++++ − 2h−−++T++−− − h++++T−−−−

+ ψ̄−−−S+++ − ψ−−−S̄+++ + ψ̄++−s−−+ − ψ++−s̄−−+

+A−−j++ + A++ã−−) . (107)

The action is invariant under linearized (super)diffeomorphism and the gauged R-symmetry.

The latter is given by A±± → A±± = ∂±±λ in line with the R-current conservation

∂−−j++ + ∂++ã−− = 0.

Finally, we study the gauging of the virial multiplet. The virial multiplet is given by

(renaming V++ = S++, V−− = X−− to emphasize the dilatation symmetry)

∂−−V++ − [D+, D̄+]V−− = 0

D̄+

(

T−−−− −
1

2
∂−−V−−

)

= 0 . (108)

Since we have a well-defined potential superfield V−−, we introduce a real superfield H̃

instead of the fermionic superfield L−. The linearized coupling is

S =

∫

d2xdθ+dθ̄+
(

H−−−−V++ + H̃V−− +H++T−−−−

)

. (109)
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Because of the conservation equation, we can introduce the gauge symmetry to reduce

the linearized heterotic virial supergravity multiplet

H−−−− → H−−−− + ∂−−Λ−−

H̃ → H̃ + [D+, D̄+]Λ−− +
1

2
∂−−(D̄+M+ −D+M̄+)

H++ → H++ + D̄+M+ −D+M̄+ , (110)

where Λ−− is a real superfield and M+ is a (fermionic) complex superfield defined up to

the gauge transformation M+ →M+ + D̄+M.

In components, the linearized heterotic virial supergravity superfield can be expanded

as

H−−−− = h−−−− + iθ+ψ−−− + iθ̄+ψ̄−−− + θ+θ̄+A−−

H̃ = 2h−−++ + θ+ψ̄++− − θ̄+ψ++− + θ+θ̄+A++

H++ = h++ + iθ+σ+++ + iθ̄+σ̄+++ − θ+θ̄+h++++ . (111)

We can take the Wess-Zumino gauge h−−++ = σ+++ = h++ = 0 from (110), and the

linearized action becomes

S =

∫

d2x(−h−−−−T++++ − h++++T−−−−

+ ψ̄−−−S+++ − ψ−−−S̄+++ + ψ̄++−s−−+ − ψ++−s̄−−+

+ A−−j++ + A++a−−) . (112)

In this gauge, the fluctuation of the metric component is taken to be traceless.

The action is invariant under the linearized diffeomorphism (compensated by gauge

transformation of the virial gauge fields A++):

δh−−−− = ∂−−ξ−−

δh−−++ = 0

δh++++ = ∂++ξ++

δA++ = −
1

2
∂++(∂++ξ−− + ∂−−ξ++) . (113)

Recall that a−− is the virial current so that T++−− = −∂++a
−−

2
, and this ensures that the

variation of the virial gauge field A++ compensates the full diffeomorphism despite the

absence of the h−−++ transformation.
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To close this section, let us briefly discuss the supergravity equations of motions. All

in the above constructions, the supergravity fields play the role of the Lagrange multiplier,

and it enforces the supercurrent supermultiplet vanish. In the S-multiplet case, we require

S++ = T−−−− = X− = 0. The R-multiplet case and the virial multiplet case are almost

identical except that the condition on the R-current or virial current is slightly stronger.

For comparison, suppose we consider the R-invariant or dilatation invariant matter. The

S-multiplet gauging only requires vanishing of the derivative of the current e.g. ∂++a−− =

0, while the R-multiplet or virial multiplet gauging require that the current itself vanishes

(i.e. a−− = 0).

4.2 Non-linear extension

We would like to study some aspects of the non-linear (full supergravity) extension of the

supercurrent gauging studied in the last section. While complete analysis with general

matter couplings will be presented elsewhere, we give some salient features focusing on

examples and general structures.

The first thing we note is that when we couple our different formulations of the super-

gravity to the superconformal matters, then the distinction essentially disappears after

integrating out auxiliary fields and using the WZ gauge. To see this, let us consider the

simplest example in which one free (0, 2) chiral multiplet couples with the (0, 2) heterotic

supergravity in a superconformal manner. The component action [25][26][27] is given by
∫

d2x det(eam)

(

−gmn(D̂mX̄D̂nX)−
i

2
[χ̄+(D̂−−χ+)− (D̂−−χ̄+)χ+] + A−−χ̄+χ+

)

(114)

with various covariant derivatives

D̂++X = ∂++X

D̂−−X = ∂−−X −
i

2
ψ−−−χ+

D̂−−χ+ = (∂−− + iω−−)χ+ − (∂++X)ψ̄−−− . (115)

Here eam is the vielbein with the metric gmn = ηabe
a
me

b
n, and ω−−− is the spin connection.

X is a complex field and χ+ is a Weyl fermion. The index ± is the tangent (spinor) index,

and ∂±± = em±±∂m. The spin 1/2 component of the gravitino ψ++− as well as the Weyl

mode of the metric decouples due to the superconformal invariance.
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If we regard the action as the minimal supergravity corresponding to the gauging of

the S-multiplet, we do not impose any gauge symmetry for the R-symmetry. A−− is just

the auxiliary field that will impose a part of the super Virasoro constraint. The action is

still invariant under the super Weyl transformation (including the local R-symmetry), so

we may want to gauge it eventually in applications to the (0, 2) critical string theory.

On the other hand, if we regard the action as the minimal R-gauged supergravity cor-

responding to the gauging of the R-multiplet, we have to impose the gauge transformation

(as a part of the local supersymmetry)

A−− → A−− + ∂−−Λ

χ→ eiΛχ

ψ → e−iΛψ . (116)

The action (114) is invariant under this local symmetry. We may further impose the super

Weyl transformation, but in this case, the super Weyl transformation does not contain

the R-symmetry. The resulting string model, nevertheless, is equivalent to the one from

the S-multiplet gauging (because the R-symmetry gauging was already done).

Finally, if we regard the action as the minimal virial supergravity corresponding to

the gauging of the virial multiplet, we have to impose the gauge transformation (as a part

of the local supersymmetry)

eam → eσeam

χ→ e−
1

2
σχ

ψ → e
1

2
σψ

A−− → A−−

A++ → A++ + ∂++σ . (117)

Here A++ is the virial connection that would cancel the non-invariance of the Weyl sym-

metry, but since the theory is superconformal, it did not appear in our action. This model

still preserves the local (super) R-symmetry. In applications to the critical string theory,

we may want to gauge it. After the gauging of the (super) R-symmetry, the resulting

theory is the same as above two cases.

In order to make the distinctions more transparent, we would like to improve the

energy-momentum tensor and break the superconformal invariance. We will consider the
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simplest improvement with U = cX̄X in (25). Such improvement should be regarded as

the (0, 2) generalization of Fradkin-Tseytlin term [35]. The improvement we consider is

consistent with S-multiplet, R-multiplet and virial multiplet. From the linearized cou-

pling, we propose that the (0, 2) supergravity based on the S-multiplet acquires the extra

terms:

SS = c

∫

d2x det(eam)
(

rXX̄ −
(

X̄χ+[(∂−− + iA−−)ψ++−] + c.c
)

+ A−−(χ̄+χ+ + i(X̄∂++X −X∂++X̄))

+((X̄χ+)D++ψ−−− + c.c)
)

, (118)

here r is the two-dimensional curvature. The first line agrees with the proposal in [28],

but we also need the remaining terms in order to explain our linearized supergravity. Our

proposal agrees with the action based on the full superspace integral proposed in [36].

Note that in this minimal supergravity construction, U can be an arbitrary function.

The similar action based on the shift-symmetry of X field rather than the phase rotation

as the extra contribution to the R-symmetry was proposed in [37], in which U = cX̄X is

replaced by U = (X + X̄). In their construction, the gauge fixing of B field is done in a

different manner.

Similarly, one can construct the (0, 2) supersymmetric Fradkin-Tseytlin term in the

supergravity based on the R-multiplet because U contains the conserved current. It is

given by

SR = c

∫

d2x det(eam)
(

rXX̄ −
(

X̄χ+[(∂−− + iA−−)ψ++−] + c.c
)

+ A−−(χ̄+χ+ + i(X̄∂++X −X∂++X̄))− A++(i(X̄∂−−X −X∂−−X̄))

+((X̄χ+)D++ψ−−− + c.c)
)

− c2
∫

d2x det(eam)A++A−−X̄X . (119)

Note that in comparison with the S-multiplet gauging, the allowed U is restricted from

the necessity of the conservation.

Finally, let us elaborate on the virial current supergravity with the general construc-

tion. We start with the theory with virial current T++−− = ∂−−j++. We then introduce

the compensating gauge field A++ → A++ + ∂++σ under the Weyl transformation. Now

since the non-Weyl invariance is the total derivative, we may construct the Weyl invariant

theory with this compensating gauge field. To see the compatibility with the linearized
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analysis, we first set det gmn = const. The diff × Weyl act as

δh−−−− = ∂−−ξ−−

δh−−++ = −σ + ∂++ξ−− + ∂−−ξ++

δh++++ = ∂++ξ++

δA++ = ∂++σ. (120)

Now we set δh−−++ = 0 by choosing σ = ∂++ξ−− + ∂−−ξ++ and we recover our virial

multiplet gauging.

In our (0, 2) supersymmetric Fradkin-Tseytlin term, the above construction leads to

the proposed action based on the virial supergravity:

SV = c

∫

d2x det(eam)
(

rXX̄ −
(

X̄χ+[(∂−− + iA−−)ψ++−] + c.c
)

+ A−−(χ̄+χ+ + i(X̄∂++X −X∂++X̄))

+((X̄χ+)D++ψ−−− + c.c) + A++∂−−(XX̄)
)

. (121)

At the classical level, more non-trivial improvement with general U is possible. In all con-

structions, the supergravitational equations of motion gives the super Virasoro constraint

we mentioned at the end of section 4.2.

To conclude this section, we realize that the would-be kinetic term (i.e. Einstein-

Hilbert term) for the supergravity is a total derivative, and the corresponding supergravity

extension, if any, is a total derivative. This is one distinction between our d = 2 situation

with the d = 4 situation, in which the kinetic term for the virial supergravity seems more

difficult to construct beyond the linearized approximation.

5 Discussions

In this paper, we have studied the zoology of (0, 2) heterotic supercurrent supermulti-

plets in (1 + 1) dimension. We showed various possibilities in symmetry enhancement

as reducibility conditions of the supercurrent supermultiplets. We identified the symme-

try enhancement structure that is compatible with the unitarity and other technically

assumptions.

We have show that there are three possible heterotic supercurrent supermultiplets

that are consistent with the warped superconformal algebra. Concrete realizations of
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such supercurrent supermultiplets will be presented in a separate publication. These may

be relevant for holographic constructions with supersymmetry.

In (0, 2) superconformal field theories, one important question we have to ask is which

R-current and dilatation current are in the superconformal multiplet. This is practically

very important because this will determine the operator spectrum, its chiral ring structure

and the central charge.

The former question was address in the recent papers [38][39][40]. Whenever we have

an additional chiral conserved current, it can mix with the superconformal R-current,

and we have to identify the “correct” superconformal R-current. The idea, similar to the

(1 + 3) dimensional problem [41], is to start with the trial R-current

jtrial++ = jSCA
++ +

∑

α

sαj
α
++ , (122)

where ∂−−j
α
++ = 0, and compute the trial central charge ctrial from the ’t Hooft anomaly

matching condition, and finally maximize ctrial. Under various assumptions such as uni-

tarity, discreteness of the spectrum, and the absence of the accidental symmetry en-

hancement, the maximization condition leads to sα = 0. It will determine the “correct”

superconformal R-current if the so-determined R-charge assignment is physically sensi-

ble (e.g. non-violation of unitarity).13 We should note that this maximization does not

necessarily assure that such a superconformal field theory exists.

We would like to ask a similar question for the (right) dilatation current. The situ-

ation is slightly more complicated because the trial dilatation current may contain the

improvement terms:

DR,trial
++ = x++(T SCA

++++ − ∂2++u)− ∂++u+
∑

α

s̃αj
α
++

DR,trial
−− = x++∂−−∂++u , (123)

where ∂−−j
α
++ = 0. Since the presence of u does not change the dilatation charge, we

cannot determine u from the requirement of the action of the dilatation on the other

fields.

One thing we do know from the unitarity is that there is no non-trivial dimension zero

operator in compact conformal field theories, so unless u is a trivial operator, the trial di-

13Otherwise, the theory may not be superconformal from the beginning. Or the accidental symmetry

enhancement may occur.
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latation current does not have the canonical scaling dimension. In this way, we may select

the purely right-moving dilatation current (i.e. u = 0) as a part of the superconformal

multiplet.

At this point, we are in the same position as in the R-multiplet. To go further, we

have yet to determine s̃α to fix the “correct” superconformal dilatation current. We first

note that the dilatation charge and other conserved flavor charges must commute from the

conformal algebra, so they are simultaneously diagonalizable from the unitarity assump-

tion. However, the unitary representation of the conformal algebra and the state operator

correspondence demand that the eigenvalue of the “correct” dilatation operator must be

real while the action of the flavor symmetry must be pure imaginary. With this crite-

rion, it is fairly easy to choose the “correct” dilatation operator and the superconformal

supercurrent supermultiplet.14

The argument above can be applied to Lorentz invariant (0, 2) heterotic superconfor-

mal field theories, and it is not clear how much we can recycle these in the less symmetric

situations like warped conformal field theories and their flows. A non-relativistic version

of the c-theorem was analyzed from holographic viewpoints in [32][42], but the field theory

counterpart is not yet established.

Our discussion may be useful to look for a non-trivial way to put the (0, 2) supersym-

metric field theories on the curved manifold by utilizing the manifest dilatation symmetry.

Another important issue for a future study is the higher dimensional supergravity based

on the virial multiplet. We believe that the non-linear extension exists with the higher

derivative kinetic terms (e.g. conformal supergravity), but whether the second order

kinetic term is allowed or not is an open question.
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